parameters are employed here unless otherwise stated.
114
We introduce additional perturbations to the Held-Suarez equilibrium temperature to 115 mimic the diabatic heating associated with the seasonal cycle in radiative heating and latent 116 heat release, as well as the zonally asymmetric monsoon circulation. More specifically, the 117 radiative equilibrium temperature is specified as
118
T eq = max{200, [315 − 20t sin φ − 60 sin 2 φ − 10 log( p 10 5 ) cos 2 φ](
119
Here φ is latitude, p is pressure, κ = R/c p = 2/7, where R is the gas constant of dry air zonally averaged T eq , (b) the horizontal cross section of T ′ eq at 575 hPa, and (c) meridional cross section of T ′ eq at 45 • longitude. T ′ eq denotes the deviation from the zonal mean. See Eqs.
(1) and (2) for details. 
Atmospheric circulations

180
The atmospheric circulations simulated in the model are exemplified by experiment The effect of the zonally asymmetric heating is highlighted by contrasting the July 
function, the tracer mixing ratio at the position r and time t can be written as
Hence G(r, t|Ω MID , t ′ ) "propagates" the mixing ratio in the source region Ω MID at time t ′ to 244 the point r at time t. The Green function or TTD is rewritten as G(r,
τ) under the assumption that the flow is cyclostationary and the dependence on t is drop-246 ped. If the tracer mixing ratio in the source region is specified as χ(
expected that the tracer field will be homogenized eventually, and this yields χ(r, ∞) = 
251
The mean age of air at the position r since last contact with the source region Ω MID can 252 be defined by the first moment of the TTD
254
and the spectral width of the TTD is defined by its second moment
256
From a one-dimensional advection-diffusion model with constant advective velocity and dif-257 fusivity, the analytic solution of the TTD can be expressed as an inverse Gaussian distribu- 
Mean mass transport versus eddy mixing
289
The effect of mean mass transport versus eddy mixing is diagnosed using the method 290 described in Chen and Plumb [2014] . For a tracer of mixing ratio χ, the mean mass trans-
291
port and eddy mixing may be separated as
293 where ρ is density, ∇ is a 3D gradient operator, and u = (u, v, w) is the 3D velocity. For illus- the inverse Gaussian distribution with the disappearance of young air (τ < 50 days). As such,
318
while the modal age captures the peak at young transit times, the mean age is much larger 319 than the modal age due to the highly skewed TTD.
320
As reviewed in the introduction, interhemispheric transport can be influenced by both The seasonal variation of the Hadley cell (Fig. 3) is characterized by the latitudinal 427 shift of its upward branch from the SH in January to the NH in July. This latitudinal shift Fig. 3 of Orbe et al. [2016] , the difference in timing and altitude of the two trans-port pathways (as summarized in Fig. 1 ) highlights the boreal summer monsoon plays an 530 important role in interhemispheric transport.
531
The idealized simulations also shed light on the important role of eddy-diffusive reci-532 rculations on interhemispheric transport. The remove of recirculating old air parcels in the
533
TTD by raising the top boundary of the NH midlatitude source region leads to a decrease 534 in the spectral width and mean age in the SH but with little effect on the modal age. The si-535 milar response in TTD to the monsoon-like zonally asymmetric heating (Fig. 5 vs. Fig. 9) 536 suggests that the monsoon may impact the TTD by altering the eddy-diffusive recirculations.
537
A direct acceleration of the eddy mixing in tracer transport leads to enhanced interhemis-538 pheric transport and a similar decrease in mean age in the SH (Fig. 14) . 
